• QJ

~}5

+ A76
~ 1{ 9 6
<> 9
• Q 10 7 54 2
95 3
• 10 8 4

¢A7
+ 1{986

~Q8743

+ K , 102 2
~A

¢ K

•

()864
+ A3

Q J 10 5 3- 2 _,

+ J
Against South's Five Diamond contract, West leads the Queen of Spades .
Can South make 11 tricks against
perfect defence ? If so, how ? If not,
what line of play must East-,Vest
adopt?
See page 28
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years, the English Bridge
Union is holding a Congress in
the South. By arrangement with
l\Ir. Terence Reese, the E.B.U. has
taken over th-e Eastboume
Congress, which will mn from
October 6th .to October 9th.
This event, alwavs notable, will
feature all its pristine events : the
Two Stars, the Burlington Cup,
the Intercity Cup, the CaYalcade
Cup and the Riviera Cup.
i\Irs. Trollope is- it is gratifying
to record- still the Congress
Secretary ;
the
Tournament
Direction is under i\fr. Harold
Franklin, i\lajor George E. Gray ,
l\Ir. Frank ]\face and Mr. P. R. G.
Charters.
The hotels concerned are The
Grand (Congrc s H .Q.) ;
the
Burlington, where one e\'ent will
be played ; and the Cumberland.
Another date to mark in red is
the week-end of November 17th ,
when the Blackpool Congress-which commanded the largest
ever attendance last year-\\'ill
be held.

EDITORIAL
Delegate, resigned, thereby unseating himself.
It is true to say that the
this issue of The J oumal is out
will, we hope, have been resolved-:- question of International Selection
by the action of the London is of more moment to London
C ounty Contract Bridge than to any other single County
body, for the simple reason that
Association.
This body held in mid-July an the vast majority of candidates
Annual General Meeting which for the honour are Metropolitan
reached, so far as our recollection players. It is also true to say that
goes, an all time high in excite- the question of such selection has,
ment, an all time low in Jack of in the past, occupied far more than
dignity.
its fair share of the time available
· The supreme irony of the to the London Committee ; and
situation was that the precise should amount, in any event, even
occasion of the quarrel was never for London, to no more than, say,
made clear to the meeting.
ten per cent. of the Committee's
The actual cause of the cleavage activities.
lay in the vexed question of the
It is, in any event, anomalous
method adopted by the British to the point of farce that a" lower
Bridge League in selecting Inter- level " Committee should be able
national teams for 1950.
thus to inconvenience . the proCertain players, seeking to give ceedings by "unseating" members
effect to their criticism, formed a of a " higher level " body.
bloc ; canvassed industriously ;
In practice, however. anomaorganised a vote and removed lously, both Mr. L. Tarlo and
from the Committee, thereby :Mr. Butler remain at the moment
"unseating," l\lr. Geoffrey Butler E.B.U. Delegates to the B.B.L.
(a Delegate from London) from
A movement of protest, to
the Council of the English Bridge · demand the holding of . an
Union, to almost all of whose Extraordinary General l\leeting
sub- Committees he had been of the London Association, was
elected. Other Delegates were, of anticipated by the Committee
course, similarly unseated, but which itself found the courage to
Mr. Butler's membership of all challenge the situation which
sub. Committees rendered his some of its members had, by the
case one of moment. No new bloc-vote, caused.
London Delegates were elected.
Space will not allow, nor do we
In protest against this action
deem · it desirable, to detail the
characterised as more suitable t~ various elements in a situation
the bad old days of Tammany Hall outrageous to the vast body of the
than to the administration of a bridge-playing public who take
g~e played, presumably, by
but an academic interest in the
lad!es and gentlemen (of whatever bone of contention. But we deem
socml c~ass or income-group), it proper to set before our readers
1\lr. Loms Tarlo, Vice-Chairman the two main schools of thought,
of tl1e E.B.U. and also a London the two points of view, represented
situation has been
A GRAVE
precipitated and-soon after
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on this important question of
Selection.
One school holds-we commit
neither ourselves nor the Journal
to either view- that the B.B.L.,
though democratic enough in form,
is autocratic in fact ; that the
Chairman of the B.B.L., Sir Noel
l\lobbs, is a man of such dominating character that he carries
undue weight ; that the members
of the B.B.L. Council-of undisputed integrity and of ability in
administration- know little of the
candidates between whom they
are called upon to adjudicate;
and that, since few of them are
l\laster players in their own right,
are not competent so to adjudicate.
The other school holds that no
Panel of Master players, however
technically competent to assess
the respective merits of candidates
for selection, can, in the nature
of things, possess the requisite
independence of mind to make
a ·completely unbiassed choice.
uch persons, it is believed,
since they are in the " arena "
of Master play-;-even if, for
one reason or another, they
are themselves ineligible for the
supreme
honour - will
be
influenced by considerations of
friendship, common teammembership, even by adherence
to a common system or style of
play.
This school also points to the
fact that, whatever the method
adopted in the current year, it
was successful.
It is profoundly to be regretted
that the Metropolitan Association,
which should serve as a model to
all, should have thus demonstrated
the worst and weakest elements in
the game.
It is only to be hoped that out of

the evil of conflict and the
ignominy of mud-slinging a new
and higher harmony will emerge,
to make our game once again a
pastime of which its players need
not be ashamed.

ORDER OF MERIT
RESULTS OF JUNE COi\IPETITION
Jl!inu er :
LEONARD G. WooD,
55 Granville Court,
]esmond,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, 2.
79
Rmwers-up :
j. E . GORDON (Wirral)
73
L. C. P,\Y~tAN ( orton-on-Tees) 73
73
G. D . SHARPE (l\Ialdon)
j . R. DAVIDSON (Glasgow)
71
j . W. GERBER (Giffnock, Renfrewshire)
71
P. T . MAcDoNALD (Glasgow)
70
Ladder Prize IV inncrs :
\V. H. EvA ,
24 Sutherland Road,
Bolton
574
B . B. SNELL,
\Voodsome,
Plymyard Avenue,
Bromborough,
Wirral
567
A. F . \VALLIS,
Avonlea,
Heathfield Road,
i\1aidstone
564
G. F . H. MENCE,
Bolton House,
Dyke Road Avenue,
Hove
549
Leadiug Scorers : Dr. i\1. E . Weber
(526), Col. G. l\1. i\lcClevcrty (524),
R. D . Dupuis (521), j. D . L. Harmer
(513), J. C. Oxland (473), A. P. Driver
(472), C. R. B . i\lurray (469), Brig.
W. H. Happcll (455), G. W. Evans (453) ,
A . E . lfe (424), R. Swingler (419) ,
W . j . Tibbs (417), C. H . l\1. Sturges
(410) , Lt. Col. G. H . F . Broad (396),
1. W . Grant (383) , S. R. Grace (382),
j . A. Parsons (375), 1. T. Chapman
(366), P. A. Bainbridge (339), C. W .
Hewitt (335) .
NOTE : An arithmetical error in the
score of one of the published winners of
the ladder contest for l\lay has been
discovered . In consequence, four ladder
prizes instead of the usual three ,,;)) be
awarded for June.
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LADIES' TRIUMPH by

GUY RAMSEY

suf-ficiently well properly to discuss
them. It seemed to me that,
possibly, the need to play in
English-the devil of a strain as I
found when I once tried to play in
Swedish !-might have been responsible for at least part of their
defeat.
Consider this:
+ AKxx
+ Jx
\:)XX
\:) KQJ
0 K Q J X X 0 A 10 X ·X
+ Kx
+ AQxx
- Our bidding went (East first)
1 0-2 · -3 + - 3 0-3 \:)4 NT-5 \7-6 0. Twelve tricks
were lay-down .
Italy bid I 0-2 + - 3
4 NT- 5
(!)-5 NT- 6 0-7 0If this were Blackwood, the
must surely be wrong? But was
it? I don't know. 1t was worth
a huge swing to ·us.
Again:
+J x
+ KQ!Oxxx
<.7 AQxx
\:) xx
Ox
Oxxx
AKJ10 9 X
QX
\Ve bid 1 cflt- 1 + - 2 \:)2 + -3
excellent
bidding. They, however, opened
1 \:) ! This was over-bid with I +
and a 3+ bid was Passed ! This
may be a sort of Canape, the short
suit first, and the
may merely
show a longer suit than the
opening, and therefore, not ask for
" correction." It cost a game.
Italy reached a slam where we
stopped in a game on this number:
• A j 10 X X
•
X X
\:)A K]xx
\:)Qxxx
Match v. Italy
0 Ax.
0 K QX X
~ ~ncl myself in grave dif-ficulty
J 10
wntmg about the Italian match
Our bidding was (East first)
for 1 do not know the variou~ I + -2 + -2 NT- 3 \:)-3 NT(?)
systems played by the Latins --t\7-No. I do not see the

Match v. Finland
This was the first blooding of
our new team. The Finns won by
the minimum to score full Victory
points- viz., 5 IMP.
The hands were not such as
make good reading or even good
kibitzing. The swings were small,
and the Finnish ladies must be
congratulated on a merited victory.
The biggest swing, curiously
enough, came to us:
K
AQ
\:) K lOx
\:) xxx
0 K Q X X X X 0 j 10 X X
+ AK
Q 10 X X
Two Passes brought forth l 0
from the West hand and North,
on five Spades to the Ten, five
Hearts to AQJ, bid the higherranking suit : a doubtful decision
defensively when a Heart lead is
the one thing you want. A No
Trump was raised direct to 3 1 T.
Since the Diamond Ace lay with
South who held a Doubleton
Heart, the Heart overbid would
have either stopped any No
Trump contract or would have
put it down if it had been
attempted.
ln the other room, the British
North bid the Heart. A Two
Diamond assist brought forth a
2\:) bid from Opener : a fine bid
enquiring if a subsidiary Heart
guard lay opposite. The Three
Diamond sign-off was taken to
Five Diamonds which failed on a
black suit lead and a Heart switch
when in with the Ace of Diamonds.

+

+

+

+-

+

+

S+

+
+-3 +--l + :
3+

+X

4

+A
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point of the ~i NT bid : surely,
having signed off with 2 NT, you
now bid 4 <::; direct to show the
fine support of Queen to four.
Italy passed the East hand and
bid 2<::7 (!) -~1 0-3 + - l NT(cloubled)-6 0-6 <::;. I do
not see the point of opening 2<::;
(Forcing Two, probably) rather
than 2 + ; but again I say, I do
not presume to criticise a system
I do not understand.
Here is a problem in play:
You open a singleton Club
against -l<::; from
+ Axxxx <::;Jx Oxxxxx + IO
Partner bangs on the Ace and
returns a Club and you ruff.
Dummy shows up with AKQJ of
Diamonds. Puzzle : Do you cash
the Ace of Spades before you exit ?
If you do, Declarer goes one clown ;
if not, he makes, for he can shed
his losing Spades on the Diamonds.
Here the direct British bidding
was much better than Italian
" fiddle "
AK X X X
•
10 9 X X
<::! X X
<::! K 10 X
0 Axxxx
0 KQxx
+ AK
East opened I 0, there was a
butt-in of 1<::; and West bid I + .
raised by opener to 2+ . Our
West bid -l + which \\·as Passed
and rolled up I0 tricks. ltaly
found a force on the West cards
after the butt-in : reasonable if
the singleton is in the bid Hearts,
reckless in the circumstances.
Over a Spade raise, Diamond
support
was
forthcoming ;
Blackie showed I Ace and
went- infuriating- one off.

Two hands · virtually decided it;
for we were 5 IMP down at half
time and that was our winning
margin : just a victory.
The turning-point came when
Airs. Gordon picked up this
horrific collection :
+ xx <::;Kx 0 - + AKQIOxxxxx
Playing CAB, she opened 2+ her Belgian opposite numher said
S+ and that was thaL A butt-in
of 2 + over our 2+ elicited the
Ace-showing response of 3<::; and
a -l + butt-in allowed Mrs. Gordon
to bid-now-5+ . Nut l\Irs.
Renshaw was still in the game ;
and her hand was-an the
bidding-a power-house :
+ Qx <::;AQ IOxx OKxxxx + x
No card-player in the world
would fail to make an effort. FiYe
Diamonds, quotha. And now the
freak 2+ opening came home to
roost. 1\Irs. Gordon knew for
certain that there were three
aces missing, one of them almost
certainly the Spade.
Many players canvassed the
dangers of opening 2+ . but it was
generally agreed that, playing ·
CAB (or any immediate Ace
response system) an opening
forcing-bid was in order, since two
Aces opposite ga\·e a first-class
gambling play for Six.
However, G+ was the final
·contract ; and picture Declarer's
feelings when Trick I was taken
with the Ace of Spades. Fortunately for us- unfortunately for
the Belgians- they were a team of
card-players. It was inconceivable
that Six would be bid with two
losing Spades I So a switch was
made to the Diamonds.
Match v. Belgium
One word of congratulation to
\Ve did not know it when we the defenders. Neither player
played it , but this was one of reproached the other. Admirable.
THE contests of all Brighton.
The coup de grace came three

;; +

+

+X

5+
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boards later. We were Doubled-in
..t<yl .by a player holding:
+x <yJA IOxx OJxx + KQJxx
This was held '1111dcr the Heart
bid, admittedly ; but Partner had
overbid the opening Heart with a
Spade (on QJ10xx.xx and nicntc).
This tempting Double was, very
wisely, not Redoubled ; but as our
two hands were
K
+ Axxx
<yJ J 9 8 7 5
<yl K Q x
0 AK Qx xx 0 xx
x
+ Ax x x
the story (from Belgium's point of
view) was very improper. Two
overtricks. Oh dear !

2<yl (postulating, on any ordinary
system of bidding, a minimum of
five cards in the red minor) found
a well-judged 2+ . This was
followed by a Pass and the
contract was comfortable.
In the other room, a Club was
opened by the British South and a
Heart (why not a Double?)
interposed. A raise in Clubs
compelled East to bid the Spades
at the two-level ; and over 2 NT,
East made the questionable· effort
of 3<yl. Now this bid is admirable
if West has opened 1<yl and made
a free rebid of 2 NT, a11d if the
East hand is anxious to play in
Game. Four points plus a singleMatch v. Ireland
ton and but three tiny Hearts
This was another narrow squeak should inspire no such ambition ;
for the British girls. We won by since the situation is forcing if
exactly 5 11\'IP after leading by 9 3<yl are bid, East should be content
at half-time. On this board we with 3 + ·. The 3 NT contract that
scored:
ultimately resulted went three
+ KQSx
+ IOxx
down.
<ylKxx
<ylJxx
We failed to get to slam on this
OAxx
OKQIOx
one:
+ A K 10
+ X XX
+ AKlOx
+ Qxxx
A third-hand opening .of a <ylAxx
<ylx
·Spade was overbid by 2<yl and two 0 x
0 Axxxxx
Passes produced a Double. This . + A K Q 10 X + XX
was taken to 2+ and eight tricks
We bid 1
0-2
were duly made.
3
+ and finish. Ireland
The " Pearlstone Club " was agreed with the first four bids
the opening when Britain played but proceeded over 3 + with
the board ; One Heart intervened 3 NT-4
NT-5 0-6
and Opener's Double elicited 20. · On the perfect fit, 12 tricks
A constructive 2 NT brought out a were brought in. I am inclined to
well-judged 3 NT and nine tricks bid 4+ rather than 3 NT over
were duly made.
3 + : for one thing it marks the
This hand seemed to provide hand as a 4-5 rather than a 4-4 ;
unusual bidding all round :
for another, it sounds a bit
• QX
•
A 10 9 8 X X stronger. With 20 points in<yl K Q J 10
<yl X X X
cluding 3 Aces, the 4 NT
0 Axxx
0 XXX
(Culbertson) effort cannot be ex+ A xx
+ :x
cluded from consideration.
Our pair opened I 0 - I cannot
Ireland opened 2 NT 'on this
quite think why-and received a 20-pointer :
Spade answer. The Reverse of + KQx <ylAx OAKxx + KJxx

+

+

+-4

+-I

+-4

6

+- +·
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and got a lift to 3 NT. It made,
since the opening stifled any
butt-in bidding. Britain's I O
opening-surely not to becrimedallowed opponents to talk.
The Irish aggression went unpunished when we held
·
+ x <ylAKIOx 0 Kxxx + Axxx
and One Spade was opened to this
hand's· left. The Irish partner
said 1 NT and this hand Passed.
A rescue to 2+ came round and
again the hand above said NO.
Three No Trumps were on- or an
800 Double ; instead, we scored a
measly 300.
Irish adventurousness worked
again on this:
+ AKx <ylxxxx OAK l O + Axx
We opened 1<yl and a" Simon"
Double was interposed on an
Aceless and balanced 12-count.
A 2+ take-out was allowed to
lose seven tricks: 2 down undoubled. At Love All, the hand,
playing Acol, cannot open 1 NT ;
but the trouble with opening a
horrible Heart upon it is that you
dare not go gay afterwards for all
your 18 points in case you are
pushed too high in your lousy
trump suit.
We seemed cowardly all through
the Irish match. We failed to
sacrifice against 4<yl on these
cards:
+ Jl09xx
+ KQxx
<ylKJ
<ylxx
0 Kxxx
0 Qxx
+ AX
+ 10 X XX
Ireland found the sacrifice which
cost only 100 with 4\7 on.
Towards the end, however, we
picked up on these two boards :
• AK
• 10 X X X X
<yl x
<yl Jxxx
0 J 10 X X X
0 AKX
+ AKJxx
+ x
Ireland, in the Open Room,

found a 50 contract and Declarer
did not make the best of it.
Instead of playing to set up one
of the black suits, she cashed
everything (except trumps) and
cross-ruffed everything in sight.
At the end, she ruffed a Spade with
the Knave of trumps, holding
108 left; but Mrs. Williams
declined the gambit with Qx in
trumps. With the Heart Ace safe,
she heaved away a loser and
underplayed the Eight of trumps
to let Mrs. Evans score the Nine,
and set the contract with her
Queen on· the last trick. The acid
test of a good player is to take
advantage of an opponent's error.
A pre-emptive 3+ on
+ K <ylxxx Ox..x + AKJ xxxx
was passed and the Irish fourthplayer Doubled on
+ Axxxx <ylxx OAIOxx + Qx
A take-out in 3\7 was Passed and ·
went three down. In the other
room, 1+ was opened and partner
puslied in 1<yl. A 2+ take out was
passed round and the Doubling
cards found 2+ . A third Club
prompted a Spade raise and nine
tricks came home to momma.
Match v. Norway
1
\\ hen we played Nonvay, we
stood at the head of the table,
Norway at the foot with a zero.
The result was, it seemed, a
foregone conclusion. But "form"
at bridge is unpredictable.
The first board saw us gallop
into the lead when on these cards,
we made 3 NT while Non\•ay
failed in .t<yl, South holding
Q 10 xxxx in the trump suit
behind Declarer .
• K 10 X
• J X XX
<yl AKJxx
<yl X X
0 Axx
0 Qxx
+ A 1{ Q X X . + x
7
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Both pairs got into a slam on
cards with two top losers:
Ax
K xx
\::} KQ] IO 9 x
\::} Ax
0 ]x
0 xxx
A 10 x
K Qx x x
Norway played in 6\::} and,
without a Diamond lead, rattled
off the tricks. We essayed 6+ .
and the other minor was the
.. out."
·
A melancholy sequence ensued :
Norway played in -l\:} and made it,
a British defender unluckily
leading from KJxxx into Q x in
one hand and Ace in the other ·
Norway stole the bid in both
rooms, making 3 T in one and
10 tricks in a 3 + contract in the
other; Norway played a hand in
where we stopped in 2+ .
qn the last hand mentioned, you
s1t over a I NT with
. + x x x \:}A] I 0 9 x OAKx 10 x
and you elect to bid 2\::} (both
rooms did) ; partner takes to 2+ .
\\'hat do you do, chum? Norway
b1d 3+ . taken to 4; Britain
Passed.
Despite two swings to us, we
were . down-by 13 points-at
half-time. The " bowling" was
cl~angcd, and a grim fight ensued.
\\ c rang up again when we played
4~ an? they failed in:~ NT with a
SUit w1dc open ; we scored when
we made -l + x and they stopped in
a yart-scorc and made but nine
tncks; and we slaughtered I rT
re~oubled . to the tunc of 1,000
pomts agamst a part-score
This hand was a heart-br~ak.
KQxxx
Jxx
'VAJ
\:} Kxxx
OQ J8x
OAx
+ AQJx
Both pairs reached an invincible
but it was played so

+

+

+

+

ineptly in the open room bv
Norway that Britain believed is
each succeeding card was iaid
down, that surely the contract
must fail. A trump lead was taken
in the Dummy! Ace and a low
Diamond gave North an unnecessary King. A second trump
was followed by a third I Now,
what was to be done with the
Eight of Diamonds? The Club
finesse was right-but it was not
taken. The Ace of Clubs was
played and a Club ruffed. The Ace
and King of Hearts were playedand nothing happened. A Club
was r:u.ffed and the last Spade
despamngly led ; then, with
forlorn hope, the Knave of
Diamonds. Resignedly, Dedarer
conceded thP Eight of Diamondsonly to find it was a master-card :
the Nine and Ten having dropped
doubleton a11d unnoticed under the
Ace and King!
We did not play in the best of
luck e\·en during the second half;
a good 60 . contract failed when
Declarer with AKJ l 0 to six
trumps facing a doubleton,
finessed to Q x. In the other
room, the comic contract of 4 NT
brought · home twelve tricks by
pla~ring for a drop.
·
1 ouch and go it was until the
last board, when a weak Club was
0\'~rbid by a mere 1 O on 16
pomts and the butter-in's partner
held two -l-card majors in a IOcount and passed. We made
~ NT " in sleep " and, as a result
JUSt nosed into a draw.

-1+

+

+A

+

Match v. Denmark
For two year , Denmark Ladies
ha~ held the palm ; this year
the1r former team had disintegrated. It was against this
once champion country that Mrs.

+x
B+ ;

8
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Crisford and J\lrs. Carr played
throughout-part of the time
under the eye of Sir Noel Mobbs,
who applauded their performance.
On this hand, Britain was not ·
so aggressive as is her wont.
:-\xxx
+ xxxx
<ylx
<ylAx
OAKlOx
OQxx
I{ Q X X
j 10 X X
Denmark bid I + -2 + --4 +
without interference and gathered
in 10 tricks on the even Spade
break. \V e made the better
opening of 1 0 and, after a butt-in
of 1<yl, the bidding came round to
Dealer again who ventured 1+ .
This was raised to 2+ . What
should Dealer do ? The gratuitous
raise, I must confess, would induce
me to show the Clubs or bid a
third Spade ; . to either effort,
H.esponder would bounce to game,
unquestionably : the Diamond
Queen now looming as .large as a
house, and the Ace of Hearts even
as the Empire St_ate Building.
The actual
holder allowed
over-prudence to dictate a Pass.
An opportunity was missed on
this:
K Q J 10 9
\/ j X

+

+

+
0

K

QJ

X

+ AK
The bidding comes round to you
fourth-i n-hand and you bid I + .
A 2\/ butt-in to your left comes
round to you again ; what do you
lind? The player found 3+ .
taken to -l by partner and very
well played on a squeeze for an
0\'Cr-trick. But 1 confess that the
:1+ bid is unsatisfactory. If this
hand Doubles, it finds Partner
with A 10 x x in the adverse
Hearts and the penalty is 1100, or
if Declarer is not well awake, 1400.
This little number proved

expensive-for Denmark.
+ x
+ AK98x
\/ Kxxx
<yl x
0 AKQx
0 109x
A K 10 X
QJ 9 8
We opened 1\/ after the East
hand had Passed ; a butt-in of
1+ was riotously Doubled. The
rescue of 1 NT left Opener in no
doubt as to her proper course.
That cost 1100. But the end was
not yet. In the other room, the
Danish East opened a Spade, to
elicit the good response of 2+ .
Two No Trumps-a bid anathema
to British players but employed
by many Continentals (as by
Vienna players) as a weakness
compulsory reply to a 2-over-1
bid-drove West to the Old Black
(no wonder, facing an opener).
Five Diamonds was passed out
and went for three down: a sage
refusal to Double with five Diamonds to the knave marking the
auction.
After leading by 19 a~ half time,
we won by 35.

+

+

Match v. Sweden
In the match against Sweden, the
British team- playing the four
·Metropolitans- was seen at its
its best. Board 3 set the standard:
+ Jx
+ Ax
\/ X X X X
\ / A Q 10 X
0 AQJ IOxx
0 K xxx
+ x
+ AQx
Our bidding was crisp : 303 NT- Pass. Sweden grew excited
on this sequence : No- 1<V:~<V---t +---t O---t

+- 5\/-

6 \?.

Although a British player held
all the outstanding trumps behind
the Declarer, a: prudent restraint
forbade the Double lest 6 NT
might be "on."
This board held its irony :
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QJ

+
K 10
\!) AKx

3 + . This gives partner plenty of
scope : she can rebid Hearts (in
which case the KJ will be very
0 10 X
0 Q9 X
useful) ; assist Diamonds (if hold+ AJx
+ xx
East was in 4+ in both rooms. ing such) ; or bid No Trumps.
The raise in Diamonds-based on
South held this :
+ x \!)QJIOxx OAKxxx + Kx the Club weakness as well as
Both Souths opened the King of leaving 4\!) open if desired-was
Diamonds. Culbertson says that taken to a Diamond game.
In the other room, South passed
such a lead can easily be wrong:
"lost entries return no more than and a Diamond was taken to a
lost youth " he comments .; and Heart ; the Spade butt-in was
the \!)Q is, according to the Old capped with 20 and East with
l\[aestro, theoretically (as it is on nothing in Clubs and the sketchiest
this hand practically) preferable. of Spade-guards, tried 2 NT.
The British East won the Heart \ Vest found the raise to game (Yery
Oueen led at Trick 2, and failed restrained !) and a Club lead let
to take the only reasonable the defence cash the first he
chance : viz., that the Knave tricks.
of Diamonds lay with North.
Pressing 'caused another S\\ing
Only nine tricks were made. against Sweden :
The British defender found the'
A K X
10
imaginative King of Clubs at \!) Qxx-xxx \!) K
trick 2, for Declarer had dropped 0 AKx
0 JSxxx
-unwisely- the Nine of Dia- + Q
+ AKxxxx
monds under the King! Now,
Again our bidding was simple
no power on earth can save the but effective: 1\!)-2+ (wisely
contract
from
defeat-but suppressing the rubbishy Diamond
Sweden made it ! Two rounds of suit at first in favour of the goodtrumps left East on play and th.e and longer-Clubs) 3\!)-4\!) : a
low Diamond was led to Dummy's beautiful effort of estimation by
Ten. South, dreading the over- l\frs. Williams. Sweden went ,-ery
trick, went up with the Ace ! gay : 1\!)-20 (!)-3\!J----!+ Ten tricks were now inevitable. 4 NT (B)-5 0-6 0-thrce
I have ' heard often of Diamond- down.
cut-diamond ; this is the reverse :
Board 28 showed an irony :
church-out-chuck !
:3 Clubs bid in 1 room, 5 Clubs in
.Good judgment in. preferring a the other-and the first pair
nunor-game, for all its II tricks
made 11 tricks, the other, 9 !
to a wobbly 9-trick contract inN~
The last board was-like the
Trumps gained yet more points : icing on a child's cake-the best.·
+ Ax
+ Qxx
(see top of next column)
\!) K .T
\!) A Q 10 X X
Sweden found their way to
0 A Q X X X X X 0 J 10 X
which collapsed against the
+ Kx .
+ xx
diabolical trump break. l\lrs.
South opened a Spade and \Vest
Evans found herself in 2+ which
~0. East, over a Pass, bid th~ the s,,·edish West doubled with
Hearts and over a Spade rebid
gusto. No hand was played better
West found the excellent shot of than this : Penguin drawing all
•

A

\!) xxx

X X

X X X

+

+

5+

10
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sequent 3 NT was again removed :
surely the most pusillanimous of
bids. Ten tricks were made in
Clubs as in No-trumps.
A pre-emptive 3\jl was soaked
for 500 while, in the other room,
the hand
+ Ql Oxx y>AQJxxxx OJx + refused to open, presumably on
the principle : 1 ever pre-empt in
one major when holding the other.
The result was that the opposition
got into -l + which they failed to
make.
On these two hands we clocked
up a success, again following a
3-bid.
• A X X XX
•
K 10 X
y>AQxx
y>Kjx

X X

y> Kxxx

0

XX

+ QJxxx
+ --\U 762
+ J
y> Q xx
y> J 1098x
0 J BX X X
0 K 10 X
+ A 10 8 X
+ KJU98-l
y> A
0 AQ X
+ K97x '
the trumps, once the Club Ace had
been knocked out, and putting
\\"est in with the fifth one. The
hapless wedish lady spent-! give
you my word- 13 minutes : q
cigarettes- deliberating what lead
(from a green suit?) would save
the overtrick ; but · thought could
sa\·e nothing, and the board
scored 1070 to us, givi_ng us a
victory by 32 ll\l P.
·

0

X

0

XX

+ Axx
+ KJxxx
An opening 30 was overbid by
a simple 3+ . This was raised to
-l + and II tricks were duly rolled
in. With no opening in tl.1e other
room by South, the French West
opened a pade and over 2+
rebid 2\/. This was questionably
raised to 3<\7 (3 + is surely better
for, 'if the" Prepared pade " is in
action, a 4\/ bid, showing either
I 0 cards in the majors or, at the
very least, 5 cards in Hearts,
can be comfortably Passed) and a
-ly> contract fell one trick short of
the estimate. Possibly a safety
play- refusing to ruff the second
Diamond and, before Trump were
broached at all, the Spades cleared,
might have brought home the
bacon.
On Board I I , we played for
10 tricks in pades with four
cold losers- but our contract was
2+ only ; France bid to -l + and
we chose to sacrifice in 50 .
Nevertheless, at the tum, we
were
apparently sitting
m
comfort.

Match v. Fra nce
This-the key match of. the
tou rnament , held on the last daywas full of excitement. For the
whole issue hung on this encounter:
France was a point behind us . If
they won the match, they won the
event ; if they drew, we won ; ' if
they lost, we were well in the clear.
For the first half, things went
our way. \Ve relied on the
1\letropolitan pairs ; ~nd on Hoard
3 we got away swiftly. This hand
+ J9xx <\7- Oxx + A IOxxxxx
opened :l
Over a butt-in of
~ly>, partner sailed in to an untouchable :i NT. ln the other
room, this hand Passed and, over
partner's opening I NT , bid a very
doubtful 2+ - it would seem that
:i+ or even a direct gambling
raise to 3 NT were superior. A
Heart butt-in was Doubled by the
No Trumper and the Double
removed to :i+ ; and a ub-

+·
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The crack came on Boards
24 and 25.
QJ X X
K 10 X
'\} AJxxx
'\} x
OAxx
Oxx
+ x
+ AQJxxx
West opened 1'\} and East, 2+ ;
a simple re-bid of'\} (impossible to
show Spades) elicited 4+ -an
impeccable effort. West now
proceeded to 4'\} which went
inevitably down the drain. To
rebid A J to 5 three times is
inqedible.
The French \Vest elected to
open the prepared Spade and over
2+ bid 2'\}. Four Clubs was
taken to 4'\} and corrected to 4+
and proved a lucky make.
Normally, Britain is accused (at
bridge only !) of " unprovoked
aggression "-but it was not in
evidence on the almost-fatal
Board 26.

+

+

+

XXX

"'\} K Q 10 X X
0 Qx
+ Qxx
AKQxxxx
J 10 x
'\}Jx
'\}x
0 AX
.0 J 10 X X
+ xx
+ xxxx

+

+

X

+

'\} Axxxx

0

K

BREVIT IES
Irate, non-bridge piaying wife :
" Do you know it is eight o'clock
in the morning? Where have you
been all night? "
Shuffling, bridge-playing husband : " \Vel! my dear, I must
confess that as I left the Club, I
met the most beautiful . . .
Irate, non-bridge playing wif~ :
" Don't soft-soap me with stones
of
blondes.
You've
been
PLAYING BRIDGE ! "

X XX

+ AKJ
Britain sat

X

When

cards were with South and not
East and reckoning that KQ to
5 trumps were not to be sneezed
a.t) was overbid with 5+ . A 6'\}
bid from South was, now, no more
than a reasonable speculation.
Mrs. Gordon Doubled and 1\lrs.
Renshaw Passed: a dubious Pass
recalling a classic hand played
before the war by Lederer against
Ingram, when subsequent analysis
dictated a bid on a woeful hand
as a joint safety-measure and an
insurance policy.
A few more swings, both ways,
and the match was drawn: Justonly just-good enough to enable
Our Girls to chalk up their first
win in an International .

N-S, the
bid~ing was quite quiet. South
opened 1'\} and West Doubled ;
North made the shut-out of 3'\}
and, after a Pass, South bid -!'\}.
West now came in with 4+ , passed
out and going one down.
ln the . other room, Fran'ce
opened a Heart and Mrs. Gordon
hurricaned into 4+ . The fifth
Heart from a courageous North
(4 + seeming like a shut-out and
1 orth, gambling that the side-

Tragedy recollected by pre-war
International H. St. J. Ingram.
He stuck in amurderous overbid
of a Heart over an opening
Diamond. Partner took him
seriously and bounced to Four
Hearts. This was Doubled and
Partner He-doubled.
Ingram was not happy:
He found the solution : " Five
Hearts." This was Doubled-but
not He-doubled.
And Ingram made exactly
10 tricks.
12

REFLECTIONS ON SELECTION ,
A ~EW

eason is almost upon
us, and it is, I feel, not a
moment too soon to consider this
\'C'Xl'd question of selection.
Firs t let me make it clear that
these remarks are addressed from
th ~t small comer of the bridge
world which our Editor is pleased
to call the Woman's Angle.
In his Brighton post-banquet
speech ir Noell\Iobbs told us how
much criticism his selection committee had attracted. It would be
idle to deny that there has been a
great deal of dissatisfaction.
ot
with the selection itself-for who
could do better than to win the
European Championship for us?but with the mechanics of selection.
No team should have to go to
the tables in such an aura of envy
and disapproval (and perhaps, if
the truth be known, of self-doubt)
as did our ladies at Brighton. l\ry
plea is that the keen wind of
competition would dispel this
noxious atmosphere.
During each of the past three
seasons a different method of
selection has been tried. Before
Copenhagen in 1948, the captains
of the winning teams in the main
women's events were invited to
enter ally team to compete in trial
matches, and the winners of this
series became the international
team. Though somewhat haphazard, this method was probably
as good as any at a time when
tournament bridge had not recovered from the disruption of
war.
In 19-19 a much more satisfactory scheme was adopted.
Entries were invited for a series of
trials held as nearly as may be
under the actual conditions of
scoring and play as prevail in the

Championship. Stamina is an
important factor in concentrated
play, and this quality was here
well tested. The winners of this
serieswerestillsubjecttochallenge,
and they again played their way
to victory. Though there must
have been disappointment, there
was no rancour when they went to
Paris.
Last season no such public trials
were held. It was strongly felt, I
know, that opinions of bridge
merit call only be expressions of
opinion, and that cold figures are
the best guide to competence.
Consistent high percentages do,
after ~11. speak for themselves, and
I would suggest that this year
(1951} a competitive system of
selection should again be adopted.
At Brighton ir Noel put the
accent on pairs. Let our selector-,
then, invite the top-ranking women
players to compete in a series of
pairs events. Where no sati factory partnership exist , the
official body could contribute a
great deal by trying to arrange
congenial partne_rships. Anyone
who, for any reason whatever, is
not considered worthy of a place
in the international team, should
be excluded. In fact, at thi point
the selectors should select. From
then on, the play sliOuld be the
thing.
asting the net as wide as may
be, the haul of contestants would
probably not exceed a score.
These pairs should then, I suggest,
over at least thirty-two boards per
session, be pitted against each
other once a week for ten or
twelve weeks. In the case of
genuine illness, and for a number
of absences limited at most to two,
I suggest that a pair be gi\·en an
13
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average. Provision should also be
made for substitutes where one
good player finds herself partnerless through no fault of her own
after the trials have started. Bv
the turn of the year the best fi\;e
couples would have emerged at the
top of the table. ,
\\ 1here, you will say, do our
provincial players come in ? Unfortunately the field there is at
once too limited and too widespread to make any subsidiary
trials practicable. Our outstanding
players from out of London would
of course, be included in the original
selection. To be able to afford the
time and money is regrettably the
sine qua non in any field of
amateur endeavour, and bridge is
no exception.
Having reduced the candidates
to five pairs, it should now be
simple to arrange a series of
matches to test the best combinations. Cold figures should again be
allowed to judge, and the ideal
would, of course, be to run a league
between every possible combina-

tion. The fifteen matches involved
might be considered too cumbersome for the mere elimination of
four players; but they would
round off the competition completely, and they would afford
excellent
practice
for
the
participants.
Alternatively, the pairs trial
could be extended over a longer
period, ending in good time for
the leading three couples to be
welded into the representative
team.
These trials, and e\·en their
interim resuJts, should be given
the widest possible publicity, so
that one is not again forever
groping for a satisfactory answer
to the eternal question ; " How
was the selection made ? "
l\Iaybe the same six ladies who
did so valiantly for us at Brighton
would again rise to the top. If
they did, they would go to San
Remo with everyone's backing
and blessing. In the meantime,
please do arrange these trials,
pour wcourager lcs autres.

TOTAL POINTS
by MARTIN BEALE
M OST players and all bidding
theorists should use a
definite system of hand valuation
to fix their ideas. Experienced
players may claim to be able to
judge intuitively how far to raise
partner's bid, but certainly in the
more complex sequences an
accurate point count gives at
least as good results with Jess
mental effort, (and the use of such
a count does not prevent a player
from shading because of a good fit
or for other reasons). Experi-

mentally minded players will find
Total Points more valuable than
artificial conventions, which form
the alternative outlet for ingenuity in bidding theory. Such
a scheme might have saved
Dr. Stern from the ad hoc
conventions which alienated many
people from the \'ienna system ;
and it might have made S. J.
Simon more precise than " Three
Spades shows a hand too good to
bid Two Spades and not goocl
enough for Four Spades."
1-l
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The idea of \'aluing a hand by
coun ting honours and short suits
is not a new one. I was brought
up on Courtenay's Losing Trick
Count , and was influenced by
Baron Ace Values and i\Iollo
Total Points among others in
de,·eloping this scheme, based on
the 7-S<i- I point count. Obviously
t he -l-3-2- 1 count would be a more
com·cnient basis and would lead
to smaller numbers, but unfortu-

nately

that count does not
the relative values of the
honours for suit contracts. :My
Total Points give the same
answers as enlightened common
sense, and are rarely more than
one trick out ewn in the slam
zone. Further this one trick can
sometimes be anticipated in the
bidding from the number of
pictures (Kings and Queens) held
in partner's inferred short suits,
rcpresen~

To calculate Total Points, add distributional points to the Vienna
Point Count (7 for an Ace, 5 for a King , 3 for a Queen , I for a Jack) ,
as follows.
IO for a Void
6 for a·Singleton
\\ith four or
3 for a· Doubleton
more trumps
::i for the ninth trump
6 for a .Void
·1 with three or fewer trumps,
3 for a Singleton
~ or in second short suit
I for a Doubleton
J with four trumps.

1
·
J

-tO
-t5
;)0
55

T.P. between the two hands should produce 9 tricks.
T.P.
IO
T.P.
II
T.P.
12

Shade by 2 T.P. where necessary, e.g. to bid game.
Two further adjustments are worth noting :
Subtract :J T. P. for a hand with five or more trump~ with no singleton
or void, when partner has shown four or more trumps.
Do not count more than :1 T.P. for a shortage in partner's announced
five card suit, unless the partnership is known to hold at least nine
trumps.
ln the following examples
East-West play Acol.
+ A] IOG2
KQ83
\? K] IO 52 ·\? A 7

+

OJ-t

+B

+ K96-t

+ A QS:l2

<v>9:1

\?KRG-t

+ AQ72

+ 985

OAQ~i

07

Bidding I+ - I+- :1+-t+.
A response of One in a higher
rankin~ suit shows 10 points,
+ :i T.P. for a doubleton, = 13
T.P. Opener therefore raises to
Three with 27-:H T.P. East now
adds 3 T.P. for the ninth trump,
giving him a total of 2-t T.P., but
this does not add up to a slam so

0 98~i2

+ 87-t

Bidding I+- :1+
•.
An oprning One bid is deemed
to show 20 T.P. and fi\'e trumps,
so responder raises to Three with
- 20-2-t T.P. counting 3 for the
fourth trump. Opener bids game
with 23 T.P.
15

~--~-
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he simply bids 4 + .
+ K82
+ AQ97-l
\?A82
\?6
0 K963
0 Q105
+ 7
+ Aj9642
Bidding 1 + -2+ -20-3 + -4 + .
A delayed single raise shows
IS-22 T.P. and three trumps, for
on the second round responder
shades by 2 T.P. to avoid
suppressing the fit. \Vest counts
only 3 T.P. for the singleton
Club, but still has 25 T.P., ' just
enough for-! + .
BRIDGE
Total -points cont.
+ AJ 6
+ 10 7-!
\? KQ96
\? A542
0 A Q8 4
0 K6 3
+ 32
+ 873
Bidding 1CV'-2\?.
A single raise in a major shows
10-19 T.P. with four trumps, or
10-17 T.P. with .three. \Vest
appears to have 29 T.P., but must
subtract 3 for having only four
trumps, and therefore pas es.
+ 82
+ K973
\? A 10 6
\? K Q 9 5-! 2
0 Q 10 5 ~~
0 A7
+ AQ74
+ 9
Bidding I NT-4\?
West opens a Weak No Trump,
which should come to about
21 Vienna points. East counts
'29 T.P. in Hearts and realises
that a slam is not worth considering.
KJ
A Q 10 9 7 4
\? KQ 1086 \? J
0 A] (1 52
0 K 10-!
+ 3
+ AJ2
Bidding 1\?-2 + <~0-3 + -S + 6• .
An Acol force shows about
:~0 T.P., so West expects to make
a slam when Ea~t rebids the
pades. Even with 55 T.P. it may
be possible to find two losers, and
West bids 5+ to deny the

+

+

requireme~ts for -! NT (Cul.).
+ A Q 10 7 3
+ 62
\?9
\?AJS
0 AQ96
. 0 K853
K Q -!
A 10 6 2
Bidding 1+ -2 NT-30-40-5+ 60.
East's bid of 40 shows four
Diamonds, about 18 Vienna
points, and quite probably a
doubleton. \Vest with 34 T.P.
makes a slam try of 5+ . and East
bids 60, placing his partner with
· a singleton Heart.
Total Points can be adapted to
most aspects of suit bidding. Thus
a simple overcall shows 20 T.P.
at the One level, 25 T.P. at the
Two or Three level, or 30 T.P.
at a higher level. Also when
considering a free response to a
take-out double (e.g. 1CV' X 3\?
3+ ), ~hows a four card major or
five' card minor, at the One or T\VO
level with 10 T.P., or at a higher
level with 15 T.P. All these
figures may be shaded with a
strong suit. So with
+ K32 \? AQ962 0 7 + 1085-l
counting 21 T.P:, pass if opponent
opens I + , but bid 1CV' over 1 O or
I + . If partner doubles 1 O and
you hold
10 6 2 \? K 8 7 5 0 8 4 K 8 7 4
counting 13 T.P., bid 2\? if third
player bids I + or 20, but pass if
he bids 30.
This last example illustrates a
rule which has been tested over
the last two years, and which
gives a definite answer for a
situation where many players
appear to need guidance. All the
requirements stated in this article
are intended to conform to stan- ·
dard Acol, but any partnership
using another system can easily
modify them once the Total Point
is accepted a!:: a yardstick.
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SPIDERS IN KILLARNEY .
by HAROLD FRANKLIN
of Bruce
T HEhardspirit
in Scotland.

dies

+ A Q5
\/ K 7 3
0 10 6 4
Q832
+ K1094
+ 863
\? 10 4
\/ Q J 9 2
OKQ9
0752
J964
10 7 5
• ]7 2
\/ A865
0 A J 83
+ AK
Ace, the Spade finesse was taken,
the Ace and King of Clubs w~re
played off, a Heart was led to
the King and the Queen and
another Club led, declarer throwing Two Hearts. It was logical
to play West for the long Club
after his short suit lead, and
McLean had executed a neat and
very early strip-throw-in.
\Vest added to his difficulties
by exiting with the King of
Spades, but l\IcLean again rose
to the occasion. He won with the
Ace, played a further Spade to
the Knave and then led a small
Diamond. \Vest was now powerless.
McLean entered up ten tricks
made with an air which clearly
indicated that this was his personal reply to Flodden Field. I ~ow, .
I was \Vest.
·
On the next hand his partner,
Robert Carswell, after two passes
bid a timid Diamond with this
hand
• 10 3
\/ AQ95
0 AQ 109642

In 1945 that doughty warrior
Clement Ellis (armour by Ely
Culbertson) assembled his forces
and embarked on an Irish expedition. Ten days later, defeated
but unbowed, he returned to
his native heatl:t to prepare for
the next assault.
June
1950. Clement, sadfaced but still trying, is back in
Killarney. As he watches Mrs.
O'Leary tenderly wipe the cobwebs from her last bottle of
Scotch inspiration, he remembers
the spider. His eyes alight and
he summons to his side battlescarred . veterans Peter Duff,
Robert Carswell and Lachlan
McLean. Together they talk long
and earnestly and some few
hours later l\IcLean is declarer at
three No Trumps with these
hands.
+ AQ5
\/ K 7 3
0 10 6 4
Q83 2

+

+

+

+

• J

72
\/A865
0 A J 83
+ AK
\Vest led the Ten of Hearts on
which East played the nine.
Probably a comfortable hand at
rubber-bridge, but at point-a. board match play, full of snags.
Look at the full deal, and see
for yourself
(sec top of next column)
East's Nine of Hearts was
McLean's first clue, for this
marked \Vest with a Doubleton.
The first trick was won \\ ith the

+-

Butt-in of one Spade-pass
from partner- bid of Three Clubs
from Right Hand Opponent-an

17
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impatient Five Diamond by
la rs\\ ell- eventually doubled by
Kl-1.0.
Courage had a reward of sorts,
fo r this was his prospect.
Q95
ry K 8
0 J 7 ~1

+

+ 10 8 6 -l 2
•

0

+

10 :1

r:::) A
A

hard battle to keep the boys
away from l\Irs. O'Leary's bar
and is convincingly beaten.
Refreshed and slightly glowing
thev enter the arena for the last
session. Peter Duff bids a Heart
and the opponents sniff appreciatively. Clement Ellis, a solemn
Two Spades and Peter gazes
fondly at his
K5
r:::)AKQ873

Q9 5
Q 10 9 6 4 2

0

+used the

HaYing
bludgeon in
his bidding, Carswell produced
the rapier in his play. West
opened with the Queen of Clubs,
which was trumped. East was
marked therefore with the Ace
and King, and for his bid and
hi :; double should have one
more high honour- pade · or
Diamond.
Further, reasoned
Car well , he was unlikely to
hold
ix Clubs, for with six
headed by Ace King and an
outsit-e King or Ace, he would
still probably have opened.
At trick two therefore a Spade
was led which West won with
the King. The second Club lead
was trumped and a furth er Spade
led , th e Queen fallin g to East 's
Ace. East now was marked with
two top Clubs and th e Ace o f
pade · and so could not possibly
l10id th e Diamond Kin g. Carswell
therefr.: c t rumped the lub return
and confidently laid down th e
Ace of Diamonds. Virtue was
rewarded wh en West dropped the
lotH! King, and the ba gpipes
sounded sli "! htlv nearer.
One session to go and cotland
verv much in the ascendant
(sm.all wonder if the foregoing
hands were ty pical) .
Team
train er Etta Carswell fights a
18

842

+ A6
Partner's ·force implies enough
support to run the Heart suit
and probably a · pade suit which
the King will make solid. Thirteen tricks must be there if no
Aces are missing, so out with the
old four-five . Partner shows the
missing two and Peter bids a
confident seven 1 o Trumps. A
pade is led and delcarer disguises his horror, for this is now
the position

+ A Q J 10 -l

r:::) 9 5

0

A 5

+ K Q83
+ K5

r:::) AQ873
O KS-!2

+ A6

The King of Hearts has disolved into the King of Diamonds,
and another man is ready to
sign the pledge.
At high speed, declarer ran
Five Spades, discarding Two
Hearts and a Diamond from his
own hand , led a low Heart to
the Queen and closed his eyes.
A gnashing of teeth on the right
gave him the all clear and he
CJUitted the trick and cashed the
Ace of Hearts. This was the full
deal
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+ A Q J 10 4

<v
0

•

986

A 5

+ KQ83
•

\? J62
0 Q 10 7

+ ]9 5-l

Perhaps you have already
'recognised that as the hand on
which Carswell distinguished himself. To remind you, here is the
full deal :
• Q 9 '5
\? K 8

95

732

<y) K104

0 J

963

+ 10 7 2

0 J

\?
0

+ KJ8762 + A4

AQ873
K8-l2.

<v J 6 4

+ A6

+

0 K5

+ KQ83

<y)K

+ J954

0 J

\?8
0 K

963

+ 10
84

+ A6

The Ace and King of Clubs
were played, East discarding a
Diamond. At the tenth trick
the Queen of Clubs was led and
East was powerless. Duff decided
that perhaps a drink was really
a good thing after all.
Note that the hand was a true
Double Squeeze for the play of
Five Spades and Two Hearts
forced West into giving up his
Third Diamond.
To my mind the piece de resistance was this play of Clement
Ellis's which had the essential
simplicity of the truly artistic.
Clement bid One Club, secondin-hand with

+ A4

<v

10 7

0 85

<v

0 K

and after seven cards

0 Q 10

~

2

. + AKJ73
Third player bid two Diamonds
Two Spades by "Ellis's partner,
two passes and a bid of Three
Hearts by R.H.O. Four Diamonds
by R.H.O. raised to five.

73

+ 10 8 6 4 2

+ K5

Q95

10 7 3 2

0 85

+

AKJ73
• 10 3
<y)AQ95
0 AQ 109642

+-

\Vest led the Five of Clubs. This
lead could only be a singleton, or
from Qxx. If it were a Singleton,
the contract would alw,;tys be
defeated and if it were from Qx:x,
then this surely was the time for a
little deception. Ellis therefore
played the Ace of Clubs, which was
trumped.
The declarer, not
unnaturally, read East for the
Club King. Whether the declarer
would have taken the trump
finesse in any event is problematical. When he read \Vest for at
best AQ of Clubs and Ace of
pades, he was bound to take it.
These odd brilliancies and an
all-round steadiness, resulted in a
victory even more resounding
than Bannockburn, and, unlike
that historic occasion, one which
was received with acclaim on all
sides. It was celebrated with such
generosity that there is already a
move afoot to ensure a repeat
performance.
Triumphant Cleme~t eve~tually
carried·aw;;Ly the spmls of victory,
surely the mo~t handsome trop~y
in contract bndge, the Loch Lem
Cup. Confidentially, in spite of his
years of honest endeavour, we
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think the attra'ction was rather
more than the effort to win. Those
of you who have seen for themselves or have listened to our
earlier raptures on the subject,
will know what we mean. For the
rest of you, Killarney is a treat
in store-don't leave it there too

long.
Tailpiece
Ulstermen
i\lcRobert
and
l\IcAgee (the Long and the Short
of it), app~rently lacking the
Scotch tenacity of purpose, won
th~ Dawn Cup (~airs Chan:pionship) at the first time of askmg.

DOUBLE SQUEEZE

A

DOUBLE squeeze is, I
suppose, a commonplace affair
to the Harrison-Grays and Reeses,
but to me it is worth recording.
1\Iy squeezes have usually been
achieved by leading out a long
string of trumps and, like Mr.
1\Iicawber, hoping that something
will turn up.
North
K42
\/ K 52
0 K4
+ A Q 10 9 7

+

West

East

+ Q J 10 9 6 + 87
\/ 9 8 4
0

+

75
8 54

\/ Q J 10 •3
0 J 10982

+ K3

South
+ A 53

\/ A 7 6

OAQ6:;

+ ]6 2

Lo,·e all, dealer South (me).
I opened my balanced hand
with One NT and North, an
optimist, made it six. West led
the Spade Queen.
1 could see eleven winners and,
if the King of Clubs was right, the
contract was in the bag, so I won
in hand and ran the Jack of Clubs
which fell to East's King. East,
after a little thought, led the
Queen of Hearts and 1 paused to
think things out. Was East void
of Spades? If so he had about
ten cards in the red suits. Could I

squeeze liim? i\Iy ten remammg
winners would reduce \\'est to one
Spade, so I decided .that I must
keep the H~art King with the
possible Spade menace in Dummy,
and I won the trick with the Ace.
I then ran the Clubs and watched
the discards. East Jet go a
Diamond, a Heart and a Spade (!).
West a Diamond and a Spade,
while I parted with a Heart and a
Spade. Why hadn't East returned
a Spade? Then I got it. If he had
returned a Spade at trick three, he
\\·ould have been automatically
squeezed by Dummy's Clubs. By
leading the Queen of Hearts he
gave me a chance to go wrong for,
if I had won the trick in Dummv,
there would ha,·e been no squeeze.
I therefore played the Spade
King from Dummy, and, sure
enough, East dropped the 10 of
Hearts. When I had played two
rounds of Diamonds, the position
became:

+ -l

+
J
\/ 9 8

\/ K 5

\/7

\/J
0 J

10

0 Q6

With a glow- of satisfaction I
produced my Queen of Diamonds,
for would not some players, after
getting Diamond discards on both
sides of the table, have gone for
that suit? No? Perhaps vou're
right !
- C.H.M.S.
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C ALLING ALL SLAMS
Having read in the May issue,
the Ed's review of " Hester's
Winning Count " and the anonymous description of the" Nightingall System," I feel that this is
the moment to give the world a
preview of my own brainchild
"T.he Hammond Losing Count,"'
whtch I threaten to publish
shortly.
It must be clearly understood
that, my system, as is apparently
the case in those of Messrs.
Hester and Nightingall, is based on
the premise (or promise) that the
opponents will not be so un~porting as to contest the bidding
m _any way.
fhe opening bid does not relate
to strength or specific suit holdings
but merely shows the shape.
Hence I+
denotes 4-3-3"3,
21

10 4-4-3-2, 1<:? 4-4--1-1 and so on.
The responses are similarly
stepped. When each partner hold
13 cards of a suit, the auction is
apt to be a little crowded, the
first two bids being 6+ -11 <:?,
but this is not likely to be frequent
occurrence and this slight disadvantage may be ignored.
The second round of bidding,
assuming of course, that there is
room for a second round, shows
the point count, the rebid being
stepped once for every 2 points
held over 13. It follows that if the
opener holds less than 13, he
signs off by passing.
It is possible that in some cases,
there may be time for further
rounds of bidding. On these
occasions, the true scientific
beauty of the system become
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apparent, for the opener now
proceeds to call his worst suit and
the responder is immediately
aware of one contract for which
partner will show no enthusiasm.
So, by the process of elimination,
the partnership, through an ex4uisite sequence of negati\'einfiuences, arrive at the best trump
11t, even if the contract is a trifle
high for comfort.
As no new system can be
justified without the inclusion of a
couple of illustrative hands, the
following will be of special interest:
1. West
East
• AK X X
•
Q J 10 X X X
cy> KQxx
cy> A
0 Kxxx
0 AQx
+ x
+ Axx
The Auction
F:ast
II'est
1cy> (a)
30 (b)
(d)
(c)
5<\} {f)
(e)
7+ (II)
60 (g)
7cy> (i)
{j)
(a) 4--1-!-l
(b) 6-3-3-1 (Take my word for it)
(c) 15 points
(d) 17 points
(c) Worst suit
{f) ditto
(g) Next Worst suit
(It) ditto
(i) This suit not so hot either
(:i) Brilliant deduction I
The second example 1 have
reserved for the cover of my
masterpiece. Proudly, I must

South
Jl1 est
North East
4+ (a) N .B. (b) 7 (c) N.B. (d)
N .B. (e) X {f)
N .B.
N.B.
XX (g) N.B.
N.B.
N.B.
(ll) 5-!-4-0
(b) Sitting on fence
(c) 7-6-0-0
(d) Wouldn't you ?
(c) Less than 13 points
{f) Falling off fence
(g) Confidence in system
For those who are intere ted
(and who wouldn't be) l propose
to offer this great work at '2/H per
copy, or, if 1 can persuade
Terence l~eese to write the foreword, at £'2
'2s. Od. per val.
lt is my intention to include '2,000
explanatory hands in the form of
an appendix , which, if not
required, may be painless!\·
removed without extra cost under
the National Health Insurance
cheme.

P .S.Asaguide to those who have
similar notions of inventing new
bridge systems, the following are
the essential points to remember :
a. Disregard the existence of
opponents (they can usually be
bribed or blackmailed into silence)

rounds of
bidding as possible In other ways
before disclosing where your
strength lies (this foxes the other
side)
c. In no circumstance use
any bid in its natural sense.

3+
5+

-t+

7+

point out that by no otheJ
system could one arrive at this
unbreakable grand slam contract:
2.
• 765-!32
CV' 8765-!32

0 -

+ K

+-

cy> AKQ
0 AKUJ

+ Q

<v

J 10 9

0 109

76
+ A K Q j 10
9876
+ A J 10 9 8

+

cy>-

0

5-!32
5-!32
The .d uclion

+

+

------------------b. Use as manv
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MELVILLE SMITH
London Championship has
T HEbeen
won by Mrs. 1\'larkus,

lations of their formidable and
sporting opponents.
Lady Rhodes, i\lrs. Fleming, 1\Irs.
The biggest swing of the match
Gordon and 1\Irs. Gardener, who resulted from some spectacular
defeated L. Tarlo, N. Gardener, bidding by l\lrs. Markus on the
K. Konstam and ]. Tarlo in the following hand. She was sitting
60 board fi nal by 12 match points. West with both sides vulnerable
This followed victories in the and in each room the bidding was
semi-final against l\1. \Volach's 1~ by 1 orth 3~ by South. Her
Polish team and in the previous hand was
the holders, + A 10 x x OA J x x x + Q J x x
round , against
Pavlides, Mathieson , Booker and and whereasheropposite number,
Lee.
Gardener, produced a cautious
We quote from " The Times " pass, she took the bit between her
on this milestone in women 's teeth and bid 4~. Lady Rhodes,
hridge. "From time to time having passed to 1~, responded
attention has been called in this S+ . 1\lrs. 1\Iarcus,· never one to
column to the great improvement refuse an invitation, galloped·
in the standard of women's past the post with 6+ . The
bridge in this country. This extremely favourable lead of the
improvement has met with 100 netted the girls 8 match
marked success this year. There is points. The full hands were:
a real challenge to long established
+ 86
male superiority in the victory of
~ A K Q7 6
the team captained by Mrs.
0 Q76
~l arku s in the final of the Melville
632
mith Cup, when they defeated a + A 9 7 5
+ Q] 10 4
team which included three mem- ~
<\/ 8 5 4
hers of the British team which 0 A J 8 5 4
0 K93
will play in the European
QJ 7 5
A98
Championship next week."
+ K32
The rules of the competition
<\/ J 10 9 3 2
specify th at each member has to
0 10 2
play an equal number of boards
K 10 4
with each other member of the
An equally spectacular bid of
team. At hulf-time the men were Konstam's had preceded this and
3 match points up. At the three- may possibly have influenced it.
quarter way stage the match was As West he held
all square. At board 50 the girls + Ax x <ylA OA 10 x x x x + Q x x
were 8 up and with a pivot each and E-\V only were vulnerable.
five boards, the score was known
His partner, L. Tarlo, opened
and excitement mounted. The 1<yl, South, Mrs. Fleming, 2 1 .T. ,
next five boards were identical Konstam Double, Lady Rhodes
in each room. 8 up with five to go. ~~ · which came back to him and
The men regained 4 points on he again Doubled. Two passes to
board 56. 4 up with .J to go and l\lrs. Fleming who now escaped
tlu~n the girls won a further 8 as anticipated to 4+ . Konstam
pomts and received the congratu- Doubled for the third time and
23
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L. Tarlo, rightly convinced that
whate\·er the correct contract
might· be, it was not this one,
removed it into 4~ . Konstam,
one of the fastest players in the
game, went into a profound huddle
and emerged with the scintillating
bid of 60 I His reasoning was as
follows. Partner has opened the
bidding vulnerable, but is unable
to stand the double of 4+ ;
Dimmie certainly has seven Clubs.
Probably partner has either a
singleton or a void. He is missing
It looks as
the A~ and
though he must have the KQO
and the
for this opening bid.
We may have a club loser but
almost certainly no other losers,
so here goes-60 ! The full

A+.

K+

hands were:
·

+ QJxxx
~Jxxx

OK

•

Axx

+

XXX

•

0 AIOxxxx

+Q

K

X X

~KQxxxx

~ A

X X

+

0 QX

+-

XX

XX

~X X

0 J

+

X

A K J 10 X X X
Thirteen tricks were made on
the drop of the K 0. In the other
room East did not open and
subsequently underbid , the hand
being played in 4~, for a well
earned swing to the men of 6
match points.

STREAMLINED TROUBLE
IT is agreed on all sides that went all cunning-passing
the standard of bridge has

the
brute, on the tactical theory of the
late Paul Stem : but that has
been exploited to death in firstclass company- to such an
extent that I should have thought
first-class players would have
disdained so ancient a gambit.
In one or two cases, the ultimate
and universal Five Diamond contract was Doubled ; but none of
the players- or their par.tnersHedoubled.
This horror bobbed up in a
match between the Gloucester
Club and J. C. H . i\larx-Ash
Wheatcroft , A de Horsev-Niel
Furse.
·
(see top of next column)
In one room, North dealt and
bid nothing ; East ventured a
Spade and South, the notorious
Gloucester psychist, A. G. Figgins,
found the expected Two Hearts !
Now, a psyche is all very well-

imprO\·ed out of all recognition.
Glance at the records of old
matches- Buller-Culbertson, for
instance ; or the text-books of
yore-and you will find your
scalp contracl:ing at the horrors
encoffined in cold print.
But, give a group of experienced
tournament
practitioners- and
even seasoned partnerships- a
freak or two ; and the modern,
streamlined, scientific players
make just as imperial a mess of
them as ever could the by-guessand-by-God players of yesteryear.
For example, in the l\Iaster's
1ndividual, six players held three
singletons and AKQ to ten (10)
Diamonds. Partner held two
Aces- and none of them biu the
slam. None of them even attempted it ; none of them even put
forth a tentati\·e tickle. Several
24
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•

X

\() j 10 9

0

A Q

+ A

X X

XX X

• .1 10 X X X
\() K Q xxxxxx

0 -

+-

X

• QX

AKX
A
10 9 X
+ Jxx
•

\?
0

X X
X

\?-

0 KJxxx
K Q 10 X X

+

X

but a psyche in a suit out-ranking
both the rescue-suits ; and a
psyche on a two-suiter which
means that you will never have
time to show both suits, is alike
theoretically, as well as practically
inadvisable. West, (Marx) added
to the gaiety of nations by bidding
Three Clubs, and North (who
should know the Figgins habits
sufficiently well by now ! ) found
the impeccable bid of Four Hearts.
This, West very reasonably
believed could not be made : and
it wasn't ! Not by .1700 points
(11ot vulnerable I)
In the other room,
orth
opened with a Heart ! East overbid a Spade ; South showed the
Clubs and West thought one more
Spade would not hurt- quite how
and why West raised Spades only
by the single . lift passes the
comprehension of this critic.
North raised the Clubs and East
passed on his minimum. South
found the excellent bid of Five
Clubs : a defensive effort of
considerable merit. This was
passed out, making 12 tricks,
with a vulnerable Grand Slam
cold, icy, frigid , and stiff for E-\V.
Let us be fair: E-\V have a
~ifficult hand to negotiate ; but
tf I am West, it takes an awful lot
at least.
to stop me under 6
If North opens a Heart (as he did

+

in .one room), the slam ought to be
gamed very comfortably indeed.
East butts-in and South bids
Clubs. So does West. Over the
Club raise by orth, East, with
Spades
co11jirmed,
cue-bids
Hearts. Even if this means a
at
void, West must now bid 6
least. If either N or S tries the
Diamonds (either to sound more
threatening or to confuse the issue)
\ Vest can cue-bid the Diamonds as
well.
Let us still be fair : Figgins's
1,700 minus could have showed a
profit tf (much vice in this ' if ')
his E-W pair had got to 7
But the psyche on an attack-ing
hand which has no reason, on the
face of it, to pre-suppose an
adverse grand slam, is still, to my
mind, ill-advised ; and, although
it may be defended, theoretically,
as designed to gain a Heart lead
if TVest plays the hand in Spades
(when East has already bid them!)
on the whole, the bid cannot be
justified- the more especially
against a team of calibre.
Take another experienced pair :
l\frs. Phyllis Williams (" Philly\Villy ") and Frank Emmet. The
lady held in the Goblets Final :
+ KIO x x <V-OA9 x + AKxxxx
and faultlessly opened a Club.
Emmet found One Heart (the
right bid, first popularised by
Baron) on
xxx <VJ 9 xx OQ 10 x + x.x
1\Irs. Williams bid the normal
Spade and Emmet plunged into
I NT-presumably to .show. the
guard in Diamonds which mtght
' LS well not have been shown:
the Ace to Four Spades being a
much more valuable piece of
information to . disclose. Over
this, the passing fourt~-hand
found Two Hearts ! This was

+

+.

+A
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duly Doubled by l\£rs. Williamsand, through a slip in the defence,
was made for an adverse Game
when 10 tricks cold and 11 likely
and (in one case) 12 made at
pades the other sway. Ouch !
Here, to finish with, is a handful
of ironies. Donald Haslam picked
up

+

XXXXX

~ 9 XX

0

XX

+A

XX

and heard his partner open with a
brisk Heart. Two Clubs followed
and Haslam said No. Opener
re-bid Two Diamonds and
second-hand,
Two
pades.
Haslam still said No. Three
Diamonds, nothing daunted, from
Opener ; and Haslam huddled
for fully 90 seconds. " Four
Hearts " he called: a Master Bid
of the most intense- and considerably better than the majority
of such inferential monstrosities.
He reckoned that Opener must be
5-5 at least, and good to boot.
The Ace u1 his hand covered one
of the three black losers ; the
Doubleton Diamond plus average
Heart support should be of value ;
and the odds on making Four
Hearts were worth the risk.
Declarer held :

+ x ~KQJ87 OAKQxx + Qx
and, on the lead of the . pade
King, patted Haslam on the back:
too soon. The second Spade was
not forth-coming ; instead, a
loathsome Diamond was ledwhich seemed (and was) not only
loathsome but lonesome. This
was won, and the Heart Queen laid
down- to be snaffled by the Ace.
Declarer still had his hopes. A
~econd Spade would allow him to
ruff, cash one trump ; lead out
Diamonds and allow West to ruff
with the Heart Ten; then, if the
Club King were in the Club
bidder's hand, all would be well 1j
he led the Club. But the Club
bidder immediately led the Cluband the King was wrong ! Still,
this meant only One Down, for a
Diamond lo er could go on the
Club Ace.
Unhappily, in the excitement of
the moment, Declarer forgot to
cash the Club Queen before
trumping a losing Diamond !
othing daunted, however, he
ruffed a Spade and played out his
winning red cards for a Double
Squeeze-still to hold the set to
One.

THE TAYLOR SYSTEM
The Taylor ystcm is 011e of those gra11ted a11 ".-1 "
licc11ce by the E.B.U. This skelclo11 of its details is
published to acquai11t pote11tial oppo11e11ts of what thcv
expect,. Ij a11d. whe11 they ~llcoullter it i11 competitio11 pia_{.,
mul- tf possible- to m•o11l lo11g a11d rlaborate queries to
elicit the mca11i11g of every si11glc bid.
HE Taylor System is based on
An opening bid of" Three" (8)
the principle of showing con- denies first round control.
~
trol of the suits.
The figures in brackets show the
An opening bid of. " One " (5) play!ng-tricks indicated by that
shows that one round IS controlled. particular bid- and not nccessAn opening bid of "Two " (7) arily the total number of playingshows that two . rounds are con- tricks held.
trolled.
A bid in a suit on the first round

T
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shows 5 Probable tricks.
A bid in a suit on the second
round shows 6 Probable tricks.
A bid in a suit on the third
round shows 7 Probable tricks.
After a negative response, these
·playing-tricks are in the bidder's
own hand : if the partner has
made a positive bid, they are
· composite.
If the Ace has been denied, the
holding of a void or of a singleton
can be unequivocally indicated.
Here are two and a half boards
which illustrate the precision with
which routine bidding reaches the
optimum contract. Every bid
conveys exact information and
either demands a definite response
-or prohibits one. All very
simple and no guessing I
1.

+A

~A

·0

K

West

•

Q J 10 9

.

East

Q J 10

X X

(\}7xxx
X

0

A

+ K Q J 10 9 + 6 X X
West

East

2+ {7)
60 (10)

+

2.

+ 98

~ j

3 + {2)
6 XX
(\} 10 9 8
0 8 XX X
+ 6xx
10

+

(\} 7

X X X

0 K 10 X

+ K98

X X

X X

0 Q9
+ A Q 10 XXX
AKQJx
(\} A, K Q X
0 AJ >.

+

South
(5)
{6)

3+ (7)

+

+

+

+ - KQx

~A

0 AKQ
+ A K Q J 10 9

South
1 0 (5)
5~ {11)
6+ (12)

West
1 N-t (-)
5 N-t (-)

TWELVE A SIDE
Once there was a song which
proclaimed
You cannot play cricket in
December
You cannot play football in June
and drew the conclusion that" the
best game I have found is
GIRLS." For Girls, read bridge,
which is also available the whole
year round.
Even in the dog days of
summer, matches are played :
notably among which was an
event staged by a dozen members
of Surrey and a dozen from Sussex.
After a draw in Victory points,
the visitors, Sussex, triumphed by
16 IMP. The fact that the event
was played at Wanborough Manor
guaranteed a first-rate event.

X

+ J
10
20

• Q J 10 9 8 7
(\} 10 9 8
0 J 10
8x
Axxx
K6x
(\}Jxxx
(\}7x
0 9xx
0 8xxxx
+ 7x
+ 8xx
3.

North
1 N-t (-)

30 (-)

June Competition
It is regretted that owing t~ _an
error-on the part of the competition
editor, not of the print~r;r-Problem
:No.3 of the June Competition mu~t be
considered cancelled. All comp~titors
have been awarded a proportionate
score. The question should have_ been
so worded that North, not East, IS the
dealer and bids One Club. _T he answe:-'
should be read in the hght of thiS
correction.
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coni. from p. 31
To usc the take-out double here
would be reckless, in view of the
probable Spade response . It is more
than doubtful whether South should
take any furthe!' action.

Cover Problem Solution
+ ,\ 7 6

~

K96
9
+ Q 10 7 5 .t 2
10 8 4
Q J 9 5.:i
~ Q8743
~] 5
0 864
0 A7
+ A3
K986
K2
~A 10 2
0 K Q] 10 53 2

0

+

+

+

PROllLEM

l

·a. 7 (16 points)

The hands of \Vest and East arc:

+ AKJ105

+

~982

•

+ J654

0 ]76

+ ]
,\gainst South's Fi\·e Diamond contract, \Vest leads the Queen of Spades.
Can South make 11 tricks agamst
perfect defence? l f so, how? If not
what line of play must East- \Vest
adopt?
A!!ainst perfect defence, I 0 tricks arc
the limit. The hand, which comes
from that compendium of masterhands, George. Coffi!l's " E~?J?Iay~ "
(Duckworth), IS entitled a
;,-pomt
1cstison Squeeze" and comes from
actual play by the author, wh? seems
to be as good a performer as wntcr !
On the Queen of Spades, East
encourages with the Eight and. South
wins, clearing trumps, by lcadmg the
Queen. \Vest holds ofT lest East have
the King blank, but wins the second
round, continuing Spades, won by
Dummv. Dummy now leads a Club
and East goes up with the Ace, West
· rlroppin!-( the Nine. This is the key to
the hand. The only lead infallibly to
rlefeat the contract is a third Spade,
which breal1s up the Squeeze I
1f Ea!it returns the Club to the
cnconragement card, South ruffs and
runs his trump suit down to one card.
holding in Dummy the Seven of Spades,
the Kin~-:-ll:ine of Hearts and_ the
(hii'<'n of Cluhs; \Vest holds the I\ nave
i,f Spades blank, the Knave-Five of
l-It-arts and the single King of Clubs ;
East has the Ten of Spades ami three
Hc•arts.
On tht• lead of the last trump. West
cannot d'i scanl a Heart, or East's
Queen can he finessed ; he cannot
cl.iscard the Club obviously ; so he lets
cn the Spade, East still holding the
Ten. North sheds the useless Queen of
Clubs and East is now squoz••u stiff

+ Q9

~AK3

.-\4

0

A 10 8 3

West is declarer at a contract of
Four Spades, IS'orth-South having
taken no part in the bidding. Xorth
leads Diamond King, covered by East's
Ace, ruffed by South. South returns
Heart Queen. \Vest could of cour~e
have very easily made the contract If
he had ducked to the first trick, but he
can still redeem his error, if error it be,
on certain distributions of the cards.
How should he plan the play?
7
\\'est must keep his head when the
blow falls at the first trick. and must
make his plans before he himself plays
to it. He can count four losers-one in
Hearts, one in Clubs, the Diamond ruff
already lost, and the Queen of Diamonds. His losing Heart might be
discarded on dummy's fourth diamond,
but North requires no great powers of
discernment to defeat such a plan by a
simple hold-up play . There is only
one hope- that ::-1orth may be compelled to win his Queen of Diamonds at
a time when no cards other than
Diamonds remain in his hand . Because of dumm,·'s lack of entries
\Vest 's power to-. strip the hand is
limited, and he should take the first
step towards creating an entry by
dropping the Diamond Jack on the
first triclc He wins the Heart, draws
trumps. then plays Ace and . a small
Club. The best defence by whoever
wins this trick is to return another
Heart. \\'est now plays a Diamond
towards dummy, fi'nessing the eight of
~orth clucks, and then returns to his
hand by rufiing a Club. He has
stripped the hand as far as he can, and
he will bring home the contract
provided ~orth held no more than three
Clubs and no more than two Hearts.

ANSWER
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Tkis JHtJIIII,:s Competititm
by ]. C. H . Marx
Answ~~s to J.. C. H ..MAHX, Esq .•
CompetitiOn Ed1tor, Coutract B1·idge
Journal, 63 Bed ford Gardens, London,
W . , not later than Sept. 15th, 1950.
olu lions and names of prize winners in
the July Competition will appear next
month.
,

"'hat should he bid next when
outh's opening bid has been (a) One
Club, (b) One Heart?
PRODLE~I

Ko. 4 (8 points)
North deals at the score Love All and
hid One pade. East passes. South's
hand is :
+ K Q 10 3 2 <yiA 5 OJ 9 3 + K 4 2
What should he bid ?

This co mpe tition continues the
Ladder Con test, announced last November.

PROBLEM To. 5 (28 points)
At the score Game All, orth deals
and bid One Spade. His hand is :
+ 1\: Q 9 7 5 4 <yl- 0 1( Q 6 + K Q 5
East-West do not bid. What should
North bid next if South re ponds with
(a) Two Hearts, (b) Two Diamonds,
(c) Two Clubs, (d) Three Spades ?

Prizes of lOs. 6d. will be awarded
every month henceforth to tho e
competitors who reach the top of the
ladder. They will then automatically
fall to the bottom, starting with a
. core of zero.
£,•cry con testant will therefore,
111 time, win a prize; but the succe sful
scorer, by reaching the top with
greater speed, will win more prizesand greater distinction.

PROBLEM r 0. 6 (10 points)
At the score Game All, East deals
and bids One Heart. South holds :
+ AQ 107 r;:JA 10R4 0 - + AJ 1082
and is faced with a choice of bids, none
of which is entirely satisfactory.
Arrange the following po ible bids for
South in order of prcference-(a) One
Spade, (b) Two Clubs, (c) Three Club ,
(d) Pass, '(c) One o-trump, (f) ~ouble .

PROBLEM :Ko. I (8 points)
North deals at the score Game All
and bids One Diamond. East-West do
!'ot bid . South bids One Spade, orth
rwo Clubs. outh's hand is :
+ A 7 6 5 3 <yiK Q 4 OA 8 7 + 7
What should he bid next ?
PROULEM No. 2 (16 points)
North, the dealer at the score NorthSouth Game, holds :
+ A r;:)A 9 5 3 OK 2 + A K J 7 5
The bidding proceeds :
:orth One Cl ub
Two Spades?
East
No Bid
'o Bid
>uth
One Ilcart
Four Hearts
\\'est
One pade
'o Bid
\\'hat should 'orth bid next (a) at
ruhhcr bridge, (b) at match point
duplicate?
KB. North-South arc employing
the Black-wood convention.
l'ROIILEM '0. 3 (l.j poinl~)
outh deals at the score Love All and
c~>ens th e bidding with One of a suit.
l~asl-\\'cst do not bid . North responds
ne padc and South raises to Three
Spades.
North' hand is :
+ K Q 10 3 2 r;:)A 5 OJ 9 3 + K 4 2

PROBLEM No. 7 (16 points)
The hands of \ Vest and East are :
A 98643
Q 10 7 5 2
<v'2
A654
0 }( 10 9
0 2
+
76
+ AJ9
West, the dealer at the score Game
All, has become the declarer at Four
Spade Doubled, the bidding having
proceeded :
Four
• oBid
\Vest Oue Spade
Spades
Double
orth Double
East Three Spades No Bid
Sou tit Four
Diamonds
• ' o Bid
NorUt's opening lead of the Qub
King 1s allowed to win, and his second
lead of the Heart Queen is CO\'ered by
dummy's Ace, South playmg the nine.
How hould West plan the play?
J n particular, what card should he
lead from dummy at the third trick?

+
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PnouLE~!

No. 3 (2-t points)
South's hand is :
+ A 10 9 8 5 ~A 10 6 5 -t 02 + -t 2
At the score Game All, North deals
and bids One Diamond. South bids
One Spade, North Three Clubs, South
Three Hearts. \\'hat should South bid
following a further bid from North of
(a) Three Spades. (b) Four Spades,
(c) Four Club~, (d) Four Diamonds?

PnonLEM Xo. I (8 points)
North deals at the score Game All.
North-South arc playing a Two Club
Convention, forcing to game. South's
hand is:
+ 6 5 -t ~A 10 6 3 OJ + S 6 5 3 2
The bidding proceeds, with East
and \Vest passing throughout:
Nm·lh
40 -t +
South 20 (negative)
-t~
?
What should South bid now?

2+

3+
4+

ANSWER
3. (a) Four Hcarls-6 points. Four
Spades-2 points.
North's forcing rebid indicates a
powerful opening bid of one and his
Three Spade bid should in thes~
circumstances mean something more
than mere preference. lf, as his bidding '
suggests, he holds a singleton Heart and
fair Spade support, a small slam is at
least a possibility, and South can take
a cheap opportunity of indicating this
without for the moment rising above
the game level.
(b) Five Hearts- 6 points. Fi\·e
Spadcs-2 points.
On this bidding Xorth must have a
singleton Heart or e\·en a void as well
as excellent Spade support. From
South's point of view a slam is more
probable than in (a), but the lack of
fit in the other three suits should warn
him against bidding it immediately
himself. Five Hearts paints a true
picture of his hand, from which North
will be enabled to make the final
decision.
(c) Fi\·e Club - 6 points. Four
J-learts-2 points.
North has bid his hand as a powerful
minor two-suiter, and South should
belie\'e his partner to the extent of
refraining from arguing further about
the suit in which the hand is to be
played. Tt is true that a doubleton
headed by the four is not very good
trump support, but North will be
compensated by the two major Aces.
(d) Four Hcarts-6 points.
On this bidding, South can only l'cep
an open mind on what the fmal contract is to be and should continue to bid
his canis naturally.

AZ'SWER
I . Five Diamonds-R points. Six
Clulls-4 points.
South's hand gets better and better
as his partner's bidding unfolds, until
he feels justified in directly inviting a
grand slam. The recommended bid of
Five Diamonds of course does this,
since it commits the partnership to six
in the agreed suit, Clubs, and therefore
suggests the possibility of bigger things.
With a partner accustomed to the
theory and practice of cue:bidding
there is no risk in bidding a singleton
at the level of five, since if such a bid
were intended to show genuine support
it would have been made a round
earlier. Furthermore the first negative
response prevents its being read as the
1\:ing of the suit, since the Ace of
Hearts, shown on the third round,
cannot be held as well.
PnouLEM No. 2 (6 points)
South's hand is:
· + K Q J 9 3 ~:\ 6 2 OQ 9 5 + -t 2
At the score Love All, he deals and
hids One Spade. East-West do not
bid.
North bids Two Diamonds,
South Two Spades, North Three
Diamonds. What should South hid?
ANSWEil
2. No Bid- 6 points.
Although North's rellid of Three
Diamonds, having been made in spite
of partner's limiting rebid of Two
Spades, is to a certain extent encouraging, South has not a hand on
which he can expect to make a game,
once Spades have failed to please.
Three No trumps is altogether too
risky with one suit wide open and only
one :\ce. ,\ game in Diamonds is only
a remote possibility with the limited
high card strength.

PROULE~! ~0 . -t (8 points)

South's hand is :

+ QJ IO~K863 0 -
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At the score Game All, North deals
and bids One Diamond. E_ast and
West do not bid. South b1ds Two
Clubs, North Two Spades. What
should South bid next?
ANSWER

4. Three No trumps--8 points.
Three H earts--6 points. Four Clubs4 poin ts. Three Spades-2 points.
Two No trumps-2 points.
A bewil dering array of possible
rebids presents itself to South. As a
rule, wh en a player wants to bid se':eral
things at once, the best way out IS to
mark tim e with a bid of the fourth
suit at the minimum level. A bid of
Three Hearts in this case, however,
risks the No- trump contract being
played by the wrong hand, a Heart
lead through the King being clearly
unwelcome. On the whole, a direct
Three No-trumps, for which the values
exist after North 's reverse, must be
considered the best available bid.
Should North then bid Four Diamonds,
South can retreat to Five Clubs or
Four Spades.

No. 5 (8 points)
South's hand is :
+ A I\ 9 4 r::) Q 7 54 OJ 6 + J 10 5
North deals at the score NorthSouth Game and the bidding proceeds :
North
East
South
West
I0
Double Re-Double 2 +
30
No Bid
?
What should South bid ?

PROBLEM

ANSWER

5. Four Diamonds--8 points.
North has not complied with South's
request, implied by his re-double, to
pass on the first round unless he can
himsel.f d~uble the opponents, so as not
to spml Ius side's chances of netting a
penalty at a low contract. He must
~herefore be presumed to be unInterested in low-level penalties
~specially in a Club contract As he ha~
jumped the bidding, he must have both
a good Diamond suit and a good hand
With no Club stopper, South should try
for game in Diamonds. He would not
be .well advised to bid a four card
major, since, if the suit is raised he
has no assurance that he is in the best
contract.
No. 6 (28 points)
So.uth deals at the score Game All
IIoldmg:
'
PROBLEM

+ 2 r::)A 5 2 OA K 9 6 + K Q ] 8 1
He bids One Club. ·west intervenes
but North and East both pass on the
first round. What should South bid
next, if \Vest intervenes with (a) One
Spade, (b) One Heart, (c) Two Spades,
(d) Two Hearts ? West's bids in (c)
and (d) arc presumed 11ot to be weak
pre-empts.
ANSWER

6. (a) Double-7 points.
Two
Diamonds-3 points. Two Clubs2 points.
South certainly has the material on
which to bid again and a take-out
double makes the best of all possible
worlds. If 1 orth has little but long
straggling spades, he will pass for
penalties, and South is not averse to
any other suit he may choose to bid.
Of the two other possibilities, a slight
preference is given to Two Diamonds,
since it is usually better to try something new when partner has shown lack
of interest in one's first suggestion.
It is true that South may fail in Three
Clubs, if North is forced to show
preference for this contract and is very
weak, but offering a second suit for
partner's consideration is to be
preferred to persisting stodgily with
only one.
(b) Two Diamonds-7 points. Two
Clubs-5 points. Double-3 points.
No Bid- 2 points.
The double is not so attractive here
because of the singleton Spade. It is
true that South can take out a response of One Spade into a minor, but it
is possible that North may bid more
than One or decide to rebid a weakish
five card suit. Otherwise the considerations set out in (a) apply here also.
There is something to be said for a pass,
since the opponents may find a better
contract in Spades.
(c) No Bid-7 points. Double--4
points. Three Clubs-2 points.
Here considerations of safety suggest
a pass. After all, only a part-score is at
stake, and South by persisting in
bidding is risking perhaps a 500
penalty. I£ he does decide to continue,
the Double is to be preferred. To bid
Diamonds, thereby forcing North to
show preference for Clubs at the level
of Four, is out of the question.
(d)
No
Bid-7 points. Three
Clubs-2 points.
(Please turn to page 28)
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BRIDGE INDEX
CLASSIFIED LIST OF HOTELS AND CLUBS
HARROW
HARROW BRIDGE CLuo-16 Northwick
Park Road, HARROW, Middx. Tel. Harrow 3908.
Good standard Bridge in enjoyable atmosphere.
Sessions twice daily, PartnershipS and Duplicate.

LONDON
CnocKFORD's--16 Carlton House Terrace,
London, S.W.I. Tel. No. Whitehall 1131.
5/· Partnership, Tuesday Evenings. 21· Part·
ncrship,. Wednesday and Friday evenings.
Duplicate Pairs, under direction of Mr. P. R. G.
Charters, every Thursday evening at 8·15 p.m.
R. PRovosT, Managing Director.
A. ] . HoRSNELL, Secretary.

DoRSET CLUB-3·5 Glentworth Street.
Baker Street, N.W.I.
Tel. Welbeck 1039
Regular partnership and duplicate. Stakes
1/·, 2/8 and 10/·.
LYNDIIURST CLuu-36 Finchley Road,
N.W.8. 'Phones PRimrose 5858 and 3435.
Shilling Partnership every . afternoon. Duplicate
pa1rs every Monday fortmght at 8 p. m. Fully
licensed restaurant. For full details apply
Secretary.

N O TTINGHAJ\l
CnANTOCK BRIDGE CLun-480 Mansfield
Road, Nottingham.
Tel. No. Notllngham
6S921. Proprietress: Mns. D. ~L HOPEWELL.
Hon. Secretary : N. R. C. Fnrrn. Visitors
welcomed. Excellent venue for matches in
Midlands.
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, K ENT
WEsT I<ENT CLuo-12 Boyne Park,
Tunbridge Wells.
Residenti;U Bri<l;;e Club.
Fully Licensed. Stakes 3d. and 6d. R~gular
Part nership and Duplir.ate. For further details
apply toR. H. Corbett, Secretary. Tel. Tunbridge
Wells 211~3.
WORT HING
MIRABELLE RESIDENTIAL DamG~ CLUB
Sea. Frunt, Heene Terrace, Worthing. Daily
Se;siOns 2.30 & 8 r.rn. 1\!oderate Stnkes.
Fortnightly Duplirate. J..icensed Restaurant.
Visitors We.corned. :: Telephone 6431/2.
Particulars from Srcretary.
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